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Abstract. Given distinct vertices s1, s2, t1, and t2 the 2-vertex-disjoint
paths problem consists in determining two vertex-disjoint paths p1, from
s1 to t1, and p2, from s2 to t2, if such paths exist.

As a first result we show that by using some kind of sparsification tech-
nique the previously best known time bound of O(n + mα(m,n)) can
be reduced to O(m + nα(n, n)), where α denotes the inverse of the
Ackermann function. Moreover, we extend the very practical and simple
algorithm of Hagerup for solving the 2-vertex-disjoint-paths problem on
3-connected planar graphs to a practical linear time algorithm for the
2-VDPP on general planar graphs thereby avoiding the computation of
planar embeddings or triconnected components.

1 Introduction

Given 2k pairwise distinct vertices s1, . . . , sk, t1, . . . , tk of a graph G = (V, E),
the k-vertex-disjoint paths problem (k-VDPP) consists in determining k pairwise
disjoint paths pi : si → ti (i = 1, . . . , k). This problem is a fundamental routing
problem in graph theory which also arises in the context of VLSI-design and
network reliability (see [1] and [11]). Unfortunately, for k ≥ 3, there are still
no efficient algorithms for the k-VDPP. More precisely, Fortune, Hopcroft, and
Wyllie [4] proved that even the decision version of the 2-VDPP, where we only
want to test the existence of disjoint paths without constructing them, is NP-
complete on directed graphs. For undirected graphs, the decision version of the
k-VDPP is solvable in O(n3) time for any fixed k as shown by Robertson and
Seymour. Perković and Reed [12] improved the running time to the currently
best known time bound O(n2). With a simple reduction increasing the running
time to O(mn2) Perković and Reed’s algorithm can be modified not only to
test the existence of k disjoint paths, but also to output such paths (cf. [19]).
However, the constants hidden in the big-Oh-notation of these algorithms being
very large, for k ≥ 3, there is not yet any known algorithm for the k-VDPP of
practical importance. This is why research has been focused on the k-VDPP on
restricted sets of graphs (see e.g. [15], [16]), to the case, where k = 2 (see below),
or both (see e.g. [8], [13]).



Previous results for undirected graphs. Perl and Shiloach [13] found the first
linear time algorithm for the 2-VDPP on planar triconnected graphs. Woegin-
ger [22] presented a much simpler algorithm but also used a planar embedding
of the graph under consideration. Recently, Hagerup [5] was able to simplify this
algorithm to a very practical algorithm on planar triconnected graphs avoiding
the computation of planar embeddings. As already stated by Perl and Shiloach
in [13] with a reduction of Itai all these algorithms can be modified to solve
the 2-VDPP on general planar graphs. However, Itai’s reduction makes use of
a graph decomposition into triconnected components. Therefore, combining the
algorithm of Hagerup with the reduction of Itai does not seem to result in an
efficient practical algorithm.

For general undirected graphs, Ohtsuki [11], Seymour [17], Shiloach [18], and
Thomassen [20] independently found the first polynomial time algorithms for the
2-VDPP, where Seymour considered the decision version of the problem. The
running time of Ohtsuki and Shiloach’s algorithm is O(nm). Khuller, Mitchell,
and Vazirani [7] by modifying Shiloach’s algorithm could prove a running time
of O(n2) for the 2-VDPP. Recently, the author of this paper [19] also following
Shiloach’s approach reduced the running time to the currently best known time
bound O(n+mα(m, n)), where α denotes the inverse of the Ackerman function.

New results. In section 2 we sketch the O(n+mα(m, n))-time algorithm pre-
sented in [19] and then show in section 3 by using some kind of sparsification
technique how it can be modified to run in O(m + nα(n, n)) time. In section 4
we extend the algorithm of Hagerup [5] for triconnected planar graphs to gen-
eral planar graphs resulting in the first practical algorithm for the 2-VDPP on
planar graphs which avoids the computation of both planar embeddings and
triconnected components.

Further in this section we introduce some notations used in this paper. For
a graph G, we define EG as the edge set of G and VG as the vertex set of G.
We write degG(v) for the degree of v in G. Throughout this paper, paths will
always mean simple paths, i.e. paths visiting each of its vertices at most once.
Therefore, for a path p and two vertices a and b of p, we can denote by p[a, b]
the subpath of p, or of the reverse path of p, leading from a to b. For a vertex v,
an edge e, and a path p, we write v ∈ p or e ∈ p if v or e, respectively, is part of
p. By p ◦ q we denote the concatenation of two paths p and q.

For a graph G, we call a set S ⊆ VG a separator of G if G−S is not connected,
and a separator S a k-separator if |S| = k. We say that two vertices v and w are
separated by S ⊆ VG if they lie in different connected components of G−S. Two
vertices v and w are k-connected if there are k internally disjoint paths between
v and w, i.e. k paths such that no pair of paths has a vertex outside {v, w} in
common. From Menger’s theorem it is well-known that non-adjacent vertices v

and w are k-connected iff there is no (k − 1)-separator separating v and w.

In the following we denote an instance of the 2-VDPP by a tuple I =
(G, s1, s2, t1, t2) with G being a graph and s1, s2, t1 and t2 being the vertices
of G for which we search for two disjoint paths p1, from s1 to t1, and p2, from
s2 to t2.



2 Solving the 2-VDPP in O(n + mα(m, n)) Time

In the following we give a sketch of the O(n +mα(m, n))-time algorithm for the
2-VDPP presented in [19].

For an instance I = (G, s1, s2, t1, t2) of the 2-VDPP, let Gx,I be the graph ob-
tained from G by adding an extra vertex x as well as edges (x, s1), (x, s2), (x, t1),
and (x, t2). The following property P may or may not hold for I:

(P ) All vertices in G are 4-connected to x in Gx,I .

Shiloach [18] showed that the 2-VDPP on a triconnected graph G with prop-
erty P can be solved in linear time plus possibly (in the case of G being not
planar) the time needed to find a subgraph of G homeomorphic to K5 or K3,3.
Williamson [21] presented a linear time algorithm for the latter problem. Since
Itai found a linear time reduction from the 2-VDPP on general graphs to the
2-VDPP on triconnected graphs sketched in [18], for obtaining an efficient algo-
rithm for the 2-VDPP we only have to search for an efficient algorithm reducing
an instance of the 2-VDPP on a triconnected graph to an instance on a tri-
connected graph with property P . For such a reduction, we repeatedly search
for vertices not being 4-connected to x and remove them by using so-called
∆-replacements:

Let S be a 3-separator separating v and x in Gx,I . By a ∆-replacement of
G by S deleting v we mean the replacement of G by the graph G′ obtained by
deleting all vertices of the connected component of G−S containing v with their
adjacent edges and inserting edges between the vertices of S that are not already
connected by an edge. Then the following Lemma holds (see [18] and [19]).

Lemma 1. Let I = (G, s1, s2, t1, t2) be an instance of the 2-VDPP on a tricon-
nected graph G and S be a 3-separator separating a vertex v and x in Gx,I . Then
the graph G′ resulting from a ∆-replacement of G by S deleting v is triconnected
and contains s1, s2, t1, t2. Moreover, the 2-VDPP on I has a solution iff the same
is true of I ′ = (G′, s1, s2, t1, t2). Finally the degree of connectivity between x and
any vertex w not being deleted by the ∆-replacement can be increased but not
decreased by the replacement.

For determining vertices not 4-connected to x the O(n + mα(m, n))-time
algorithm in [19] uses a data structure D of Kanevsky et. al. [6]. This data
structure being initialized with a triconnected graph supports the insertion of
additional edges, can answer queries whether two vertices v and w in the current
graph are 4-connected, and finally, if they are neither adjacent nor 4-connected
it can output a 3-separator separating v and w. One can use this data structure
to identify a vertex v in Gx,I not 4-connected to x (and hence non-adjacent
to x since one can show that the vertices s1, s2, t1, and t2 adjacent to x are
4-connected to x) and a 3-separator S separating v and x, and then run a ∆-
replacement by S deleting v. However, since D does not support edge deletions,
we use data structure D instead for Gx,I for a graph H that only before the
first ∆-replacement should be equal to Gx,I . After each ∆-replacement the same



edges are added to Gx,I and H , but no edge of H is deleted. We can do so
since at any step of our algorithm a vertex v is 4-connected to x in Gx,I iff it
is 4-connected to x in H and each 3-separator S separating v from x in H also
separates v and x in Gx,I (see [19]). A high-level implementation of the reduction
described above is shown in Fig. 1.

(1) For each v ∈ V

(2) Using D test whether v is 4-vertex-connected to x in H.
(3) If v is not 4-vertex-connected to x in H:
(4) Using D find a 3-separator S seperating v from x in H.
(5) Modify G and Gx,I by a ∆-replacement by S deleting v.
(6) For each edge e inserted into G by the ∆-replacement
(7) Insert e into H.
(8) Update the dynamic data structure D.
(9) Return G

Fig. 1. Reducing an instance of the 2-VDPP to an instance with property (P ).

By Lemma 1 the algorithm shown in Fig. 1 determines a graph G∗ with
property P that contains disjoint paths p1 : s1 → t1 and p2 : s2 → t2 iff the
same is true for the original graph G. Given such paths in G∗ it is possible,
in some kind of backtracking steps, to compute two paths solving the original
instance in O(n + m) time (for details see [19]). Concerning the running time
of the reduction to G∗, D supports the initialization with a triconnected graph
in O(n + mα(m, n)) time and up to O(n) queries, computations of 3-separators,
and edges insertions in O(nα(m, n)) time. Since one can show that, given v and
S, the running time of a ∆-replacement can be bounded to be at most linear
in the number of edges deleted by the replacement, the whole reduction runs in
O(n + mα(m, n)) time (compare [19]).

The main idea of our new algorithm is to replace the graph H by a so
called sparse certificate. For a graph G and a graph property P , a graph G′ is
a certificate of (G,P) if G′ has property P if and only if G has property P . A
certificate is a sparse certificate if it has O(n) edges. Eppstein, Galil, Italiano,
and Nissenzweig in [2] showed that for many algorithms with a running time
of the form O(f(n, m)) dynamically updating a graph by edge insertions and
deletions, sparse certificates can help to reduce the running time to O(f(n, n)).

We will use two kinds of special sparse certificates. A sparse certificate for
the k-connectivity of a graph G is a subgraph G′ of G with VG′ = VG and O(n)
edges, where for each pair of vertices v and w of G, v and w are k-connected
in G if and only if they are k-connected in G′. A sparse certificate for the k-
connectivity to a vertex x of a graph G containing x is a subgraph G′ of G with
VG′ = VG and O(n) edges, where a vertex v is k-connected to x in G if and only
if the same is true of G′.



Unfortunately, updating a sparse certificate for the k-connectivity to a vertex
x after a ∆-replacement is not easy. In order to solve this problem we choose
the vertices not being 4-connected to x in line 2 of the algorithm in Fig. 1 in
a particular order and we sometimes modify a vertex v and/or a 3-separator
computed by the algorithm of Fig. 1 in order to guarantee that the graph H

after the update is a sparse certificate for the 4-connectivity to x for the graph
Gx,I after the update.

3 An O(m + nα(n, n))-time Algorithm for the 2-VDPP

We present an O(m+nα(n, n))-time reduction of an instance I = (G, s1, s2, t1, t2)
of the 2-VDPP on a triconnected graph G to an instance I ′ = (G′, s1, s2, t1, t2)
with G′ being a triconnected graph with property P (defined in the previous
section). The reduction is divided in two phases. We start with the description
of the first phase.

The first phase dynamically updates Gx,I as well as two graphs H and H∗

with H being initialized with a copy of Gx,I , and H∗ being initialized with a
sparse ceritificate for the k-connectivity of H for all k ≤ 4. H is not really
needed and used only to simplify the proof of correctness. With the algorithm
of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [10] H∗ can be initialized in linear time. During each
update, all edges inserted into Gx,I are also inserted into H and H∗, but no
edge will be deleted from H and H∗. We also construct the data structure of
Kannevsky et al [6] described in the previous section in order to test the four-
connectivity between two vertices in H∗, and we call it D∗. Finally, we maintain
a list L of all v ∈ VG with degG(v) > 3. Since a ∆-replacement only changes the
degree of a constant number of vertices remaining in G, – beside restricting L to
the remaining vertices – L can be updated in O(1) time after the ∆-replacement.

After initializing H, H∗, D∗, and L we use D∗ to test, for each vertex v ∈ L,
whether it is 4-connected to x. If not, again using D∗, we determine a 3-seperator
S separating x and v in H∗. Similar to the algorithm of Fig. 1, we want to run
a ∆-replacement by a 3-separator S ′, but we choose S′ very carefully instead of
just setting S′ = S. Let K be the subgraph of H∗ induced by the vertices of S

and the vertices of the connected component of H∗ − S containing v. Let S′ be
the set obtained from S by replacing each vertex w ∈ S with degK(w) = 1 by
its unique neighbor n(w) in K. A unique neighbor n(w) of a vertex w ∈ S with
degK(w) = 1 cannot be equal to another vertex u ∈ S or, if degK(u) = 1, to its
unique neighbor n(u) in K (otherwise S−{w} or (S−{u, w})∪{n(w)} would be
a 2-separator in the triconnected graph H∗). Therefore, we have |S ′| = 3. We will
later show that a 3-separator separating a vertex w from x in H∗ also separates x

and w in Gx,I . From K−S containing v and degG(v) > 3 we then can conclude
that with S separating v and x in G set S ′ separates a vertex v′ equal to v or
a neighbor of v from x in Gx,I . Moreover, for the subgraph K ′ of H∗ induced
by the vertices of S′ and the vertices of the connected component of H∗ − S′

containing v′, degK′(w) ≥ 2 holds for all w ∈ S ′. We now run a ∆-replacement
on Gx,I by S′ deleting v′. If v remains in H∗ and Gx,I , we have v ∈ S′ − S and



(1) Construct a list L of all vertices v with degG(v) ≥ 4
(2) For each v ∈ L

(3) Using D∗ test whether v is 4-vertex-connected to x in H∗.
(4) If v is not 4-vertex-connected to x in H∗:
(5) Using D∗ find a 3-separator S separating v and x in H∗.
(6) K := subgraph of H∗ induced by S and the vertices of

K := the connected component of H∗ − S containing v.
(7) For each v ∈ VS

(8) If v has only one neighbor u in K

(9) S := (S − {v}) ∪ {u} /∗ replacement of S by S′. ∗/
(10) Let v′ be equal to v or a neighbor of v separated by S from x in Gx,I

(11) Modify G and Gx,I by a ∆-replacement by S deleting v′.
(12) For each edge e inserted into G by the ∆-replacement
(13) Insert e into H and H∗.
(14) Update list L and the dynamic data structure D∗.
(15) Return G

Fig. 2. A high-level implementation of phase 1.

v is a neighbor of exactly one vertex w ∈ S. Hence, after the replacement v has
exactly three neighbors, namely w and the vertices in S ′ − {w}. Since we have
degK′(w) ≥ 2 for all w ∈ S′ the degree of a vertex remaining in Gx,I cannot
increase after the ∆-replacement by S ′ and, similiarly, also after all following
∆-replacements. This also being true of v vertex v is never reinserted to L in
phase 1. Fig. 2 shows a high-level implemenation of phase 1.

At the end of phase 1 Gx,I should be triconnected and (G, s1, t1, s2, t2) should
be solvable iff our original instance is solvable. Finally, a vertex v in G should be
4-connected to x in G iff deg(v)Gx,I

6= 3. All this follows from the considerations
above and Lemma 1, if the first two of the following properties hold:

(1) v is 4-connected to x in Gx,I iff the same is true for H∗,
(2) If v ∈ VG is not 4-vertex-connected to x in H∗, a 3-separator S separating v

and x in H∗ is also a 3-separator separating v and x in H and Gx,I .
(3) Two vertices v and w are 4-vertex connected in H iff the same is true of H∗.
(4) Gx,I , H, and H∗ are triconnected.

However, for proving property (2) we need the properties (3) and (4):

Lemma 2. Before or after a ∆-replacement, property (2) follows from the prop-
erties (3) and (4).

Proof. As shown in [19], if, for each ∆-replacement of G, H is updated by in-
serting the same edges as into G but not deleting any edge, a 3-separator S

separating a vertex v ∈ VGx,I
and x in H also separates v and x in Gx,I . It

remains to show that a 3-separator S separating a vertex v ∈ VGx,I
from x in

H∗ also separates v and x in H .



Suppose there is a 3-separator S separating a vertex v ∈ VG from x in H∗

but not in H . Then there must be an edge (u, w) ∈ EH such that u and w lie in
different components of H∗ − S and (u, w) 6∈ EH∗

.
Since H∗ is triconnected (property (4)) there are three disjoint paths from u

to w in H using only edges of H∗. Edge (u, w) defines a fourth path from u to
w so that u and w are 4-connected in H but not in H∗, a contradiction to (3).

Lemma 3. Properties (1), (3), (4) hold before and after each ∆-replacement.

Proof. Before the first ∆-replacement properties (1), (3), and (4) hold since at
this time H is a copy of Gx,I and H∗ is a sparse certificate of the k-connectivity
for H for every k ≤ 4.

Let us assume that properties (1), (3), and (4) and hence also property (2)
(by Lemma 2) hold before a ∆-replacement of G by a 3-separator S ′ deleting
a vertex v′. Let Gx,I , H, and H∗ be the graphs before the ∆-replacement and
G′

x,I , H
′, H ′

∗ be the corresponding graphs after the ∆-replacement.
Since no edge of H and H∗ is deleted, H ′ and H ′

∗ are triconnected. By
Lemma 1 G′

x,I is also triconnected. In [19] the author of this paper has shown
that a vertex v ∈ VG′

x,I
is 4-connected to x in G′

x,I iff the same is true of H ′.

Hence property (1) follows from property (3). It remains to show property (3).
Since EH′

∗
⊆ EH′ , two vertices 4-connected in H ′

∗ are also 4-connected in
EH′ . For the reverse direction, let p1, p2, p3, and p4 be four internally disjoint
paths in H ′ leading from a vertex u to a vertex w. It remains to show that
there are also four disjoint paths from u to w in H ′

∗. Before showing that, let
us define Kv′ to be the connected component of Gx,I − S′ deleted from Gx,I by
the ∆-replacement, i.e. containing v′. Moreover, we let Kx be the union of all
other components remaining in G. For each pair of vertices y, z ∈ S ′ and each
C ∈ {Kv′ , Kx}, let p(y, z, C) be a path from y to z in H∗ that, except y and z,
only visits vertices of C. Such paths exist: Note that there are three paths from
v′ to the vertices of S ′ in Kv′ that with the exception of all paths visiting v’ are
disjoint, since S′ is a 3-separator in the triconnected graph H∗. Hence, we can
construct p(x, y, Kv′) by combining the two of the three paths ending in x and
y. The existence of a path p(x, y, Kx) can be shown in a similar way. We now
distinguish several cases depending on the cardinality of S ′ ∩ {u, w}.

If {u, w} ⊆ S′, then there are four disjoint paths from u to w in H ′
∗, namely,

if y is the vertex of S ′ \ {u, w}, the paths (u, w), (u, y) ◦ (y, w), p(x, y, Kv′), and
p(x, y, Kx).

If {u, w} 6⊆ S′ and at most one path p out of p1, p2, p3, and p4 visits an edge
with an endpoint in Kv′ or a newly inserted edge between two vertices of S ′,
let a be the first and b be last vertex of S ′ visited by p. By replacing p[a, b] by
p(a, b, Kv′) we obtain four internally disjoint paths from u to w in H instead of
H ′. Since (3) holds before the ∆-replacement there are also 4 internally disjoint
paths from u to w in H∗ and hence also in H ′

∗ (EH∗
⊆ EH′

∗
).

We now examine the case {u, w} 6⊆ S ′ with two paths p, q out of the four
disjoint paths p1, p2, p3, p4 from u to w visiting edges with an endpoint in Kv′

or a newly inserted edge between the vertices of S. This can only be the case if



|{u, w}∩S′| = 1, say w.l.o.g. w ∈ S ′. Let a and b be the first vertices of S ′ visited
by p or q, respectively. Suppose that we can show that the subpaths p[a, w] and
q[b, w] can be replaced by paths p′, from a to w, and q′, from b to w, in H −Kx

that except both paths visiting w are disjoint. Then, similiar to the previously
considered case, we obtain four internally disjoint paths from u to w in H and
hence also in H∗ and H ′

∗.
Guaranteeing the existence of p′ and q′ is the reason for dividing our algo-

rithm into two phases. We have already shown that, by our choice of v′ and S′,
for the subgraph K of H induced by the vertices of Kv′ and S′, degK(x) ≥ 2
holds for all x ∈ K (more precisely, we considered the subgraph H∗ of H instead
of H). If (a, w) or (b, w) is an edge in H , say w.l.o.g. (a, w), then, if (b, w) is an
edge in H , we can define p′ := (a, w) and q′ := (b, w), and otherwise b is con-
nected to a vertex c of K−S ′ different from a and w. In the latter case, because
of the triconnectivity of H there exists a path p̃ from c to w not visiting a or b

and which is completely contained in K. In this case we can define p′ := (a, w)
and q′ := (b, c) ◦ p̃[c, w].

If neither the edge (w, a) nor the edge (w, b) exists in H , w is connected
to two distinct vertices c, d in K − S ′. Then there are three disjoint paths
pa,c, pb,c, pw,c leading from a, b, or w, respectively, to c as well as three disjoint
paths pa,d, pb,d, pw,d leading from a, b, or w to d in K. Choose p̃ as one of the
two paths pa,d and pb,d such that p̃ does not visit c. Say w.l.o.g. p̃ = pa,d. If p̃

is internally disjoint to pa,c and disjoint to pb,c, we define p′ := p̃ ◦ (d, w) and
q′ := pb,c ◦ (c, w). Otherwise, let be y the last vertex of pa,d which is also visited
by pa,c and pb,c, say w.l.o.g. by pa,c. Then we define p′ := pa,c[a, y]◦ p̃[y, d]◦(d, w)
and q′ := pb,c ◦ (c, w). This completes our proof.

At the end of phase 1 a vertex v in Gx,I is 4-connected to x iff degGx,I
(v) ≥ 4.

We now start phase 2 as phase 1 with constructing a copy H of Gx,I and a sparse
certificate H∗ for the k-connectivity of H for all k ≤ 4. Immediately after the
initialization of H and H∗ we color all vertices v ∈ VG with degGx,I

(v) ≥ 4 black
and the remaining vertices w with degGx,I

(w) = 3 red. The color of a vertex will
never be updated in phase 2. According to the triconnectivity of G the vertices
s1, s2, t1, and t2 are 4-connected to x in Gx,I and hence are colored black.

In order to delete the remaining vertices of Gx,I not 3-connected to x, we
use the algorithm of Fig. 1, but we replace each occurrence of H by H∗ (more
precisely, for the sake of analysis, let us assume that in line 7 we insert e also
into H and not only into H∗). This works if the following invariant (2) holds.
We prove this by showing that the following invariants (1) and (2) hold before
and after each ∆-replacement.

(1) Each edge of Gx,I adjacent to a red colored vertex is also contained in H∗.
(2) Two vertices v, w ∈ VGx,I

are 4-vertex-connected in H∗ if and only if the same
is true of Gx,I . Moreover, every 3-separator separating a vertex v ∈ VGx,I

from x in H∗ is also a 3-separator separating v and x in H and Gx,I .

Lemma 4. Invariant (1) holds before and after each ∆-replacement.



Proof. H∗ being initialized with a sparse certificate for the 3-connectivity of the
original graph Gx,I , the current graph H∗ contains all edges of the original graph
Gx,I adjacent to a red colored vertex. All other edges adjacent to a red colored
vertex in the current graph Gx,I have been inserted by a ∆-replacement. By
construction, they are also inserted into H∗.

We will prove invariant (2) by using the following lemma:

Lemma 5. Before or after a ∆-replacement, if (2) holds, each vertex of a 3-
separator S separating a vertex v and x in Gx,I is either a red colored vertex or
a neighbor of a red colored vertex.

Proof. Assume that after k ∆-replacements (k ∈ IN0) there is 3-separator S

separating a vertex v and x in Gx,I and that S contains a black colored vertex w

not adjacent to a red vertex. By (2) v is not 4-connected to x in the current graph
H∗. Since the degree of connectivity between two vertices in H∗ cannot decrease,
v is a red vertex. Since Gx,I is triconnected, there are internally disjoint paths
p1, p2, and p3 from v to x. Let b1, b2, b3 the first black colored vertices on these
paths. b1, b2, and b3 exist, since s1, s2, t1, t2 are colored black. One path among
p1[v, b1], p2[v, b2], and p2[v, b3] must be completely contained in Gx,I−S, since by
definition none of these paths can visit w and |S−{w}| = 2. Say w.l.o.g. p1[v, b1]
is contained in Gx,I−S. As a black vertex there are four internally disjoint paths
between x and b1 in Gx,I and H∗ before the first ∆-replacement. Consequently,
this also holds for the graph H∗ after k ∆-replacements and by (2) also for the
graph Gx,I . Hence, there are four internally disjoint paths from b1 to x with one
of them not visiting any vertex in S. The concatenation of this particular path
and p1[v, b1] results in a path from v to x in Gx,I −S; a contradiction to the fact
that S separates v and x in Gx,I .

Corollary 6. Invariant (2) holds before and after each ∆-replacement.

Proof. As shown in [19], a vertex is 4-connected to x in Gx,I iff the same is true
for H . Therefore, a vertex v 4-connected to x in H∗ is also 4-connected to x in
H and Gx,I . Assume now that there is a 3-separator S separating a vertex v

and x in H∗ but not in Gx,I (or not in H). Since during the ∆-replacements the
degree of connectivity between two vertices cannot decrease in H∗, v is a red
vertex. Let p be a path from v to x in Gx,I − S (or in H − S) and let b be the
first black vertex on this path. According to invariant (1) p[v, b] is completely
contained in H∗. For b as a black vertex there must exist four internally disjoint
paths from b to x in H∗ with one of them not visiting any vertex of S. Hence,
there are four paths from v to b and from b to x in H∗ \ S, a contradiction to
the fact that S separates v and x in H∗.

At the end of phase 2 we obtain a graph Gx,I with property P (this follows
from the correctness of the algorithm of Fig. 1 and from invariant (2)).

The analysis of the running time of our reduction algorithm is very similar to
the one already used by the author in [19]. The time needed for the initialization
of the dynamic data structure D∗ with H∗ as well as the time needed to answer



a total of up to n queries whether two vertices are 4-connected and to compute
up to n 3-separators, can be bounded by O(nα(n, n)) time, since H∗ has only
O(n) edges. Since the running time of a ∆-replacement, takes time linear in
the number of edges deleted by the ∆-replacement and since the remaining
parts of our algorithm run in linear time, the whole reduction algorithm runs in
O(m + nα(n, n)) time.

4 Solving the 2-VDPP on Planar Graphs

In this section we want to show how the very practical algorithm of Hagerup [5]
for the 2-VDPP on triconnected planar graphs can be extended to a practi-
cal algorithm for the 2-VDPP on planar graphs. Starting on an instance I =
(G, s1, s2, t1, t2) the algorithm of Hagerup uses the triconnectivity of G only to
guarantee the existence of three internally disjoint paths from s1 to t1 and three
internally disjoint paths from s2 to t2. Hence, we only need to show how an
instance I = (G, s1, s2, t1, t2) of the 2-VDPP on a general planar graph can be
reduced to an instance I ′ = (G′, s′1, s

′
2, t

′
1, t

′
2) with three internally disjoint paths

between s′1 and t′1 as well as between s′2 and t′2.
Say w.l.o.g. that G is connected. If there are less than three disjoint paths

between s1 and t1, we will split our graph into smaller subgraphs: For a graph
H and a separator S separating vertices v and w in H , let HS(v) be the graph
obtained from the subgraph of H induced by the vertices of S and the vertices
of the connected component C of H−S containing v by inserting edges between
the vertices of S that are not already connected. Define HS(¬v) to be the graph
obtained from the subgraph of H induced by the vertices of VH \VC by inserting
edges between all vertices of S that are not already connected. For splitting an
instance into smaller instances we will apply the following lemma:

Lemma 7. Let k ≥ 1 be an arbitrary but fixed constant. Given two non-adjacent
vertices s and t and k disjoint paths p1, . . . , pk from s to t in a graph G, we can
find either (k + 1) disjoint paths from s to t in O(m) time or a k-separator S of
G separating s and t with no vertex x ∈ S being separated by a k-separator from
s in GS(s) in O(|EGS(s)|) time.

Proof. We number the vertices of each path pi with increasing numbers in their
order of appearance on pi and we define for each path pi a so-called stop vertex
initialized with the vertex adjacent to s on pi. Each stop vertex u is a possible
candidate for being part of a k-separator separating s and t and is always chosen
as a vertex u lying on pi from which we know that no vertex before u on pi

can be contained in a k-separator separating s and w. It is clear that this is
true immediately after the initialization of the stop-vertices. We then start a
depth-first search not visiting the stop vertices until this search reaches a vertex
w of a path pi with i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and with a number n(w) higher than the
number n(u) of the current stop vertex u of pi. In this case we can conclude
that the current stop vertex u and all vertices x appearing between u and w

on p (except w itself) cannot be part of a k-separator S: Otherwise, S cannot



contain another vertex of pi since S clearly contains exactly one vertex of each
of the paths p1, . . . , pk. Moreover, our depth-first search guarantees that there is
a path p from s to w which, apart from w, on p1, . . . , pk only visits vertices from
which we already know by induction that they cannot be part of a k-separator.
Therefore, p ◦ pi[w, t] would be a path from s to t in G \S contradicting the fact
that S is a separator. Hence, we redefine the stop vertex of pi to be the vertex
w, continue the depth-first search with the vertex visited immediately before w

now not visiting the new stop vertices and add u to a list L of old stop vertices.
If this depth-first search stops, it has possibly explored neither G nor the

complete graph G\S with S being the set of current stop vertices, since some of
the old stop vertices may not have been visited. However, with the help of list L

it is easy to continue the depth-first search on these vertices. If we also continue
to dynamically update the list L we either visit the whole graph G or the whole
graph G \ S with S being the set of current stop vertices.

If the depth-first search reaches t, we can conclude, as above, that there is no
k-separator separating s and t and we can construct k+1 disjoint paths between
s and t with the classical algorithm of Ford und Fulkerson [3].

Otherwise, the set S of the current stop vertices defines a k-separator sepa-
rating s and t. Moreover, there is no k-separator S ′ of GS(s) separating s from
a vertex in S: Otherwise, because of the edges between the vertices of S it must
contain, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a vertex si on pi. But then it is easy to see
that S′ also separates s and t in G. Moreover, the vertices of S ′ do not appear
after the vertices of S on p1, . . . , pk and S′ is not equal to S. However, by our
definition of stop vertices such a k-separator separating s and t cannot exist.

Concerning the running time, for finding a k-separator S the depths-first
search only visits vertices in GS(s) and therefore runs in either O(|EGS(s)|) or
O(|EG|) time depending on whether or not a k-separator is found.

By splitting instances of the 2-VDPP according to Lemma 7 we obtain the
following lemmas.

Lemma 8. Suppose that the 2-VDPP can be solved in linear time on instances
(G, s1, s2, t1, t2), where G is a planar graph with two disjoints paths between s1

and t1 as well as between s2 and t2. Then the 2-VDPP on general planar graphs
can also be solved in linear time.

Proof. We first show how to guarantee the existence of two disjoint paths be-
tween s1 and t1. Let (G, s1, s2, t1, t2) be an instance of the 2-VDPP on an ar-
bitrary planar graph. W.l.o.g. let us assume that G is connected. Moreover, I

should be non-simple, i.e s1 6= t1 and s2 6= t2. Otherwise, I can be solved easily
by a depth-first search on G \ {s1} or G \ {s2}, respectively. We first construct
a simple path from s1 to t1. According to Lemma 7 we can either find two dis-
joint paths from s1 to t1 in O(|EG|) time, or we can determine a vertex v with
S := {v} separating s1 and t1 and with no 1-separator separating v and s1 in
O(|EGS(s1)|) time. Hence, assume the latter is the case.



If the connected component C of G−{v} containing s1 contains exactly one
of the vertices s2 and t2, obviously, there are no two disjoint paths solving our
instance of the 2-VDPP. Otherwise, if C contains both, s2 and t2, we can reduce
our original instance to I := (GS(v), s1, s2, v, t2). More precisely, for two disjoint
paths p1, from s1 to v, and p2, from s2 to t2, on GS(v), we can extend p1 by a
path from v to t1 in GS(¬v) in O(|EGS(¬v)|) time.

Similarly, if C contains neither s2 nor t2 our problem can be reduced to
I ′ = (GS(¬v), v, s2, t1, t2) which can be solved recursively.

After guaranteeing the existence of two disjoint paths between one pair of a
source and a target vertex we can apply the same reduction to guarantee the
existence of two disjoint paths between both pairs of source and target vertices.

In our next step we show:

Lemma 9. Suppose that the 2-VDPP can be solved in linear time on instances
(G, s1, s2, t1, t2), where G is a planar graph with three disjoint paths between s1

and t1 as well as two disjoint paths between s2 and t2. Then the 2-VDPP on
general planar graphs can also be solved in linear time.

Proof. According to Lemma 8 we only want to consider a non-simple instance
I := (G, s1, s2, t1, t2) on a planar graph G with two disjoint paths between s1 and
t1 as well as two disjoint paths between s2 and t2. With the classical algorithm of
Ford and Fulkerson we can construct two disjoint paths p1 and p2 or, if they exist,
three disjoint paths p1, p2, and p3 from s1 to t1 in linear time. If three disjoint
paths do not exist, we can split the original instance into smaller instances with
three disjoint paths between one pair of a source and target vertex as follows:

Starting with the original instance I during our algorithm we will always
encounter either exactly one instance I1 = (H, s′1, s

′
2, t1, t

′
2) or two instances

I1 = (H, s′1, s
′
2, t1, t

′
2) and I2 = (H, s′′1 , s′2, t1, t

′
2). Except immediately after the

initialization, where H = G and s′1 = s1, we have H = GT (¬s1), where T is
a 2-separator computed in a previous round separating s1 and t1. We will also
have s′1 ∈ T , and if s′′1 exists, T = {s′1, s

′′
1}. Applying Lemma 7 we will search for

a 2-separator separating s′1 and t1 and hence also separating s1 and t1 in order
to split instance I1 as well as I2, if the later exists, i.e. we try to find solutions
for I1 and I2 simultaneously. Hence, let us assume that we are faced with one or
two instances I1 or I1 and I2 as described above and (except in Case 4) we found
a set S = {u, w} separating s′1 and t1 with u ∈ pi and w ∈ pj and {i, j} = {1, 2}.

Case 1 HS(¬s′1) = GS(¬s1) contains both, s′2 and t′2. In this case we will
always have s′2 = s2 and t′2 = t2. We reduce our problem to the instances
I3 = (GS(¬s′1), u, s′2, t1, t

′
2) and I4 = (GS(¬s′1), w, s′2, t1, t

′
2). Given two paths p

and q solving the 2-VDPP on one of these instances with p leading from u or w,
respectively, to t1, p can by extended by pi[s

′
1, u] or pj [s

′
1, w], respectively, to a

solution of I1. More precisely, since we may have (u, w) 6∈ EG, p should not visit
(u, w). However, if p visits both, u and w, p can be shortend by removing p[u, w]
or p[w, u], respectively, since after the removal p and q still define a solution to
one of the instances I3 and I4. Because of edge (s′1, s

′′
1) we can also find two



paths solving I2 with none of these paths visiting both, u and w. Conversely, if
neither I3 nor I4 has a solution, neither I1 nor I2 can have a solution.

Case 2 HS(¬s′1) contains exactly one of s′2 and t′2, say w.l.o.g. t′2. Then, for
two paths p and q solving the 2-VDPP on I1 (or on I2), it is obvious that the
parts of the paths p and q contained in HS(s′1) must solve the 2-VDPP on one
of the instances J1 = (HS(s′1), s

′
1, s

′
2, u, w) and J2 = (HS(s′1), s

′
1, s

′
2, w, u) (or

one of the instances J3 = (HS(s′1), s
′′
1 , s′2, u, w) and J4 = (HS(s′1), s

′′
1 , s′2, w, u)).

Let (HS(s′1), s̃1, s̃2, t̃1, t̃2) be the instance Jx for an x ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Solving Jx

is easier than solving I1 or I2: Either Jx is simple or, since by construction
there is no 2-separator separating s′1 from t̃1–i.e. three disjoint paths between s′1
and t̃1–J1 and J2 can be solved in linear time. For the instances J3 and J4, we
know that there is no 2-separator separating s̃1 = s′′1 and t̃1 not containing s′1.
Unfortunately, since there may be 2-separators containing s′1 and separating s′′1
from t̃1 the instances J3 and J4 have to be solved recursively by our reduction
algorithm. However, given Jx and a 2-separator S ′ := {s′1, w

′}, when splitting
Jx into instances on the graphs HS′(s′′1 ) and HS′(¬s′′1 ) we will show that we
only have to search for a solution of an instance of the 2-VDPP on HS′(s′′1 ) with
the path starting in s′′1 leading to w′ and not to s′1 and hence on HS′(¬s′′1 ) for
a solution with the path ending in t̃1 starting in w′ and not in s′1. This means
that for solving Jx we need not to solve two but only one instance on HS′(s′′1 )
as well as on HS′(¬s′′1 ). Note that the instance on HS′(s′′1 ) can be solved in
linear time since there is no 2-separator separating s′′1 and w′. The instance on
HS′(¬s′′1 ) can be recursively handeld in the same way as instance Jx. Hence, our
reduction algorithm splits Jx only in a linear number of instances of the 2-VDPP
on subgraphs that except the constructed 2-separators are distinct. Therefore, a
solution for J3 as well as for J4 can be found in linear time. It remains to show
that on the subgraph HS′(s′′1 ) we do need to consider solutions of the 2-VDPP
with s′′1 leading to s′1. This is obvious if s′1 is equal to either s′2 or t′2. Otherwise
because of s′2 and t′2 lying in H −{s′1, s

′′
1} and T := {s′1, s

′′
1} being a 2-separator

determined in a previous step, in the step finding the 2-separator T , we must have
been in Case 1 and must have reduced the problem to the problem of solving one
of our instances I1 = (GT (¬s1), s

′
1, s

′
2, t1, t

′
2) and I2 = (GT (¬s1), s

′′
1 , s′2, t1, t

′
2).

But for Case 1 we already know that with a solution to one of these instances
there also exist two paths solving one of these instances with none of these paths
visiting both, s′1 and s′′1 .

If, for x ∈ {1, 3}, there are two paths p′1 and q′1 solving Jx but no two paths
p′2 and q′2 solving Jx+1, it is easy to see that Id x

2
e can be reduced to the instance

J ′
1 := (HS(¬s′1), u, w, t1, t

′
2). Accordingly, for x ∈ {2, 4}, if there are two paths

p′1 and q′1 solving Jx but no two paths p′2 and q′2 solving Jx−1, instance I x
2

can be
reduced to J ′

2 := (HS(¬s′1), w, u, t1, t
′
2). Finally, if, for x ∈ {2, 4}, we find paths

solving Jx and paths solving Jx−1, the only remaining problem is to find two
disjoint paths from the vertices w and u to the vertices t1 and t′2 in HS(¬s′1).
This problem can be solved in O(|EHS (¬s′

1
)|) time with the algorithm of Ford

and Fulkerson [3].



Case 3 HS(¬s′1) contains neither s′2 nor t′2. Then a solution of I1 exists
if and only if there are two paths p and q solving J1 = (HS(s′1), s

′
1, s

′
2, u, t′2)

or J2 = (HS(s′1), s
′
1, s

′
2, w, t′2), since the path of p and q ending in a vertex of

S \ {t′2} can be extended by a path from u or v to t1 in HS(¬s′1). Like in Case
1, if one of p and q visits both vertices u and w, it can be shortend so as to visit
only one of these vertices and end in this vertex. Since there is no 2-separator
separating s′1 and a vertex of S the instances J1 and J2 can be solved in linear
time. Accordingly, a solution of I2 exists if and only if there are two paths p and
q solving J3 = (HS(s′1), s

′′
1 , s′2, u, t′2) or J4 = (HS(s′1), s

′′
1 , s′2, w, t′2). Since there

may be 2-separators containing s′1 separating s′′1 from t1 our reduction algorithm
should be recursively applied to J3 and J4. However, as in Case 2, J3 and J4 can
be splitted into a linear number of subinstances that apart from the 2-separators
determined by our algorithm are disjoint. Hence, a solution of J3 and J4 can be
found in time linear in the number of edges of HS(s′1).

Case 4 Finally, let us consider the case, where there is no 2-separator sepa-
rating s′1 and t1. Then I1 can be solved in linear time. However, as in Case 2 and
Case 3, for solving I2, we should again split I2 recursively in a linear number
of instances on graphs that except of the nodes of a 2-separator are pairwise
disjoint.

Theorem 10. The 2-VDPP on a planar graph can be solved in linear time with-
out computing a combinatioral embedding of G or the triconnected components
of G.

Proof. The reduction algorithm used in our proof of Lemma 9 is applied twice
in order to guarantee the existence of three disjoint paths between s1 and t1
(in the first run) as well as between s2 and t2 (in the second run). If, for a 2-
separator S := {u, w} and a vertex v, during the second run of our algorithm
we split a graph H into the subgraphs HS(v) and HS(¬v), one of these graphs
must contain both s1 and t1 since s1 and t1 are 3-connected. Note that replacing
H by HS(v) or HS(¬v) cannot decrease the connectivity between two vertices
of these graphs, except between the vertices of S. Therefore, during the second
run of our reduction algorithm, s1 and t1 will either remain 3-connected or will
appear as a 2-separator separating s1 and t1. In the latter case we know that
there can be no solution of the 2-VDPP.
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